Abstract

Aim: The natural limitation from the economic resources determinates the manager process. This condition has a direct impact over the institutional strategic, the associated objectives and the possible alternatives inside each objective. In this way the economic valuation applied to the Public Health had demonstrated be useful tools for the optimization taking decisions.

Objective: To argument the importance of using the economic evaluation to the university management for the Public Health in the process of taking decisions.

Materials and Methods: It made a descriptive research about the importance to apply the economic evaluation to the university manager process forming the human capital for the Public Health. Were utilized the comparative and the inductive deductive like theoretical methods. As empiric method was used the bibliographic research.

Results: The application of the complete economic evaluations in the university manager context may to standardize, to homologate, and to compare the results obtained. Thus the process for the decision taking could be more flexible and adaptable.

Conclusion: The application of the complete economic evaluations to the university management may make better the taking decision process making it more objective, practice and flexible too.
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Introduction

The application of health economic evaluations is very important for the health education management. This is because of the useful of health economic evaluations for the taking decision process in the health education sector [1,2].

The management must be contextualized. The manager must demonstrate a general and appropriate knowledge about the basic science that support the management activity. The good management starts since this point and adopt the necessary strategic that may obtain the whole main objective [3,4].

The health education management must be agreeing with previous argument. The health education manager must be knowledgably proofed in Health Sciences and in Health Education at same time too. Nevertheless, the sufficient knowledge about management tools would make a better taking decisions process [5,6].

The ability of economic resources is limiting the real capacity for the health education management. This condition carries to optimist the process of take decision in the health education management [7,8].

The health is an individual and social good. This good determines the potential for the human development like single person or society. Keep a health level carries to certain cost which value is directly related with the quality and coverage. These are elements showing the health like an economic good [9,10].

By other side the health education level determinates
the quality of the health human capital. Particularly the labor productivity depends for the quality in the human capital formation. Health Education is associated to determinate cost too. These elements are showing partially the economic value of the advanced education too [11,12].

The health education manager must understand that health and health education are untouchable economic goods needed for the single and social development. These means that the corresponding manager must take it account in all decisions and conditioner the management process to this circumstance [13,14].

This manager must expand its own competencies moreover than the Health and Education Sciences’. These processes includeto obtain and to apply sufficient knowledge from Management for the optimization process taking decisions [15,16].

Economy had been named the science of limitations because focus the main objective researching the management of limited resources. Then, the health education manager must include several economic tools to optimists the decision effects. Particularly the economic evaluations giveusful tools applicable to this process [17,18].

The health education manager must be down the institutional strategic. Agreeing with this strategic will be necessary to order by priorities the institutional objectives according the ability of economics resources. In consequence all alternatives of decision must be organized down each objective. In all cases the application of health economic evaluation will make the process easier and practice too [19,20].

The application of health economic evaluations to health education context can obtain a better valuation for the researched subject. That’s why it is important to argument the importance of the health economic evaluation for the health education management. This is the main objective of this document.

Materials and Methods

It made a descriptive research about the importance to apply the health economic evaluation to the health education management. Were utilized the comparative and the inductive deductive like theorical methods. As empiric method was used the bibliographicresearch.

Results

The health economic evaluations can be partials or completes. The partialsoffer good information applicable to the taking decision process. However, it partial condition put limits to the efficacy because of the uncertain associated. By other side, the health completeeconomic evaluations may make a more complete analysis. This condition makes more useful the application of the health complete economic evaluations taking decisions [21,22].

The application of the complete economic evaluations in the health education manager context may to standardize, to homologate, and to compare the results obtained. By this way is possible to order the possible decisions by priority ranking according to the results obtained from the application of the complete economic evaluations [23,24].

All alternatives could be analyzed by all type of complete economic evaluation at same time. By this way is possible to evaluate the multi feasibility of decide by some alternative down the same institutional objective. If all complete economic evaluations are agreeing with the same alternative ranking is understandable that the ranking suggested is the adequate [25].

Like show the following table option A is always better than option B front of each complete economic evaluation considered. Then, option A is always preferable that option B (Table 1,2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratios</th>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Benefit</td>
<td>1,25</td>
<td>2,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Utility</td>
<td>0,23</td>
<td>1,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Effectively</td>
<td>0,35</td>
<td>2,35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Option A is always preferable that option B.

However, it is more frequent the conditions where alternatives have different results and it is not possible to define clearly the alternative ranking. A simple case like that it shows in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratios</th>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Benefit</td>
<td>1,25</td>
<td>2,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Utility</td>
<td>2,23</td>
<td>1,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Effectively</td>
<td>0,35</td>
<td>2,35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: In this example the option A is better than the option B front of the criteria of Cost / Benefit and Cost / Effectively. However, option B is better than option A front of the criteria Cost / Utility. In cases like this will be necessary apply to the manager decision according to the order of objectives ranked.

Take decisions can’t be automatically. It is necessary to determine how much value is to decide for an alternative than other one. The ranking process is a useful tool for takeseffective decisions but not always is concluder at first time. This condition carries to make several analyses until obtain the best option [26].

Then, there is a principle of management ranking that contribute to make optimum the process of taking decisions in the health education management. The institutional strategic shows the start point. From this beginning it is necessary to rank the main institutional objectives. At same time, down each objective it is necessary to rank all alternatives across the application of the complete economic evaluations. By this way the complete economic evaluations constitute a main methodological and practice base for take the best decisions in the health education management like shows the following graph [27].

This ranking process contributes to make optimum the financial management and the financial planning process too. Each alternative has associated a cost and the whole cost from all selected alternatives carries to the needed financial resources for each objective. At same time, each institutional objective has an own cost. The whole cost from all objectives selected carries to the needed financial resources for the institutional strategic [28].

This process is applicable to all management level. However, is useful in intermediate levels with interactions with superior and inferior management levels. The decision ranking is a dynamic process. The inclusion of some alternative or not depends of the particular circumstances of each strategic and each institutional objective. That’s why the analysis of sensibility and the creation of sceneries contribute to a better management quality front of the future own uncertain [29].

With the analysis of sensibility is possible to value the impact of small changes over the general strategic. These changes can be evaluated across the complete economic evaluations. Since this evaluation is possible to determine the inclusion or not of certain alternative, objective or strategic inclusive. By this way it shows the relevant role of the complete economic evaluations in the whole process of taking decisions [30,31].

By other side, the institutional strategic are dynamic too. Generally, each strategic is agree with the particular circumstances. At same time a circumstance or a group of them determine a scenario. It isn’t easy in each case determinate the best strategic for each possible scenario. However, the opportune evaluation of each possible scenario with the own probability rate of happening should may create better conditions for an optimum university management taking the best decisions [32].

Conclusion

The application of the health complete economic evaluations to the health education management may make better the taking decision process making it more objective, practice and flexible too.
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